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Abstract. Weakly Supervised Object Detection (WSOD) with only image-
level annotation has recently attracted wide attention. Many existing
methods ignore the inter-image relationship of instances which share sim-
ilar characteristics while can certainly be determined not to belong to the
same category. Therefore, in order to make full use of the weak label, we
propose the Negative Prototypes Guided Contrastive learning (NPGC)
architecture. Firstly, we define Negative Prototype as the proposal with
the highest confidence score misclassified for the category that does not
appear in the label. Unlike other methods that only utilize category
positive feature, we construct an online updated global feature bank to
store both positive prototypes and negative prototypes. Meanwhile, we
propose a pseudo label sampling module to mine reliable instances and
discard the easily misclassified instances based on the feature similarity
with corresponding prototypes in global feature bank. Finally, we fol-
low the contrastive learning paradigm to optimize the proposal’s feature
representation by attracting same class samples closer and pushing dif-
ferent class samples away in the embedding space. Extensive experiments
have been conducted on VOC07, VOC12 datasets, which shows that our
proposed method achieves the state-of-the-art performance.

Keywords: Weakly supervised learning · Object detection · Contrastive
learning.

1 Introduction

Object detection is a classic computer vision task that jointly estimates class
labels and bounding boxes of individual objects. In the last few decades, super-
vised learning of object detection has achieved remarkable progress thanks to the
advances of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [13,12,23]. However, the su-
pervision of object detection training process often requires precise bounding
boxes labels at a large scale, which is very labor-intensive and time-consuming.

Weakly supervised object detection (WSOD) [2] has recently attracted wide
attention due to its greatly substitution of only image-level annotated datasets
for precise annotated datasets in training process. Most existing methods are
based on Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) [2,29,30,24,17] to transform WSOD
into a multi-label classification task. [30] tended to select the proposal with high
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Fig. 1: Illustration for negative prototypes. The green box in each of the three
top-right images refers to the ground truth bounding box of the category “Horse”,
“Dog” and “Sheep”, respectively. The yellow boxes refer to the misclassified pro-
posals for the category “Cow”. It is clear that “Cow” does not appear in any of
the three images, while there are still proposals mistakenly detected as “Cow”.
We consider such proposals as negative prototypes for the category “Cow”. We
then extract the feature representations of these proposals and store them in the
negative prototypes bank.

confidence as the pseudo label and adopted multiple branch to refine the original
proposal to gain more precise bounding-box, which has become the pipeline for
numerous subsequent studies.

However, with only image-level supervision, the classifier always faces the
problem of instance ambiguity and partial detection. Instance ambiguity
refers to the tendency to have missing instances or multiple grouped instances.
Partial detection means that the detector tends to detect the most discriminative
part of the target objects, which is also an inherent defect of the CNN network
[9]. Thus, there is still a large performance gap between weakly (mAP=56.8% in
VOC07) [17] and fully (mAP=89.3% in VOC07) [11] supervised object detectors.
Different methods [33,17,20,24,26,40,39,21,6,28,25] have been introduced to miti-
gate the above mentioned problems of WSOD. However, these methods generally
lack full exploitation of the given limited annotation information. They mainly
focus on the single input image itself, ignoring the corresponding relationship of
instances in the whole dataset.

Therefore, we think of mining the hidden inter-image category information
in the whole dataset. Instances belonging to the same category share similar
characteristics, and we consider the typical features of the same category in the
whole dataset as class positive prototypes. In contrast, we propose the concept of
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Fig. 2: Comparison of classic contrastive learning (left) and our contrastive learn-
ing (right). We proposed the concept of Negative Prototypes (proposal mis-
classified for category which has similar characteristics to current category while
can certainly be determined not to belong to) and construct a global feature
bank to store both positive prototype and negative prototype.

negative prototypes as the proposals with high confidence score misclassified for
the category that does not appear in image label, which is illustrated in detail
in Fig. 1. Observation reveals that negative prototypes always contain valuable
category-specific discriminative features. The detector tends to produce false
predictions in the regions containing category discriminative features due to the
overfitting of discriminative regions (e.g. the heads of the dog and the horse).
By leveraging the positive prototypes, we can retrieve several missing instances,
and likewise, by leveraging the negative prototypes, we are also able to alleviate
the problem of partial detection.

In this paper, we propose a global negative prototypes guided contrastive
learning weakly supervised object detection framework (NPGC). Our intuition
is to fully exploit both visually correlated and visually discriminative category
information in the whole dataset to improve the object classification ability of the
weakly supervised detector. We construct an online updated global feature bank
to store multiple class Positive Prototypes (PP) and Negative Prototypes (NP)
from the whole dataset. Meanwhile, we design a novel Pseudo Label Sampling
(PLS) module, which is used to mine the missing instances and punish overfitted
instances that are prone to be partially detected. Based on the average feature
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similarity of candidate proposals and the positive prototypes of the same cate-
gory, we can obtain a threshold τpos to mine proposals that might be omitted.
Similarly, according to the average feature distance of candidate proposals and
the negative prototypes of the same category with maximum similarity, a thresh-
old τneg can also be obtained so as to discard the partial overfitted instances.
Afterwards, as shown in Fig. 2, we leverages a contrastive learning paradigm to
narrow the distance in representation space between positive sample pairs and
push the distance between negative sample pairs.

Our key contributions can be summarized as follows:

• First, we construct an elaborate global negative prototypes guided con-
trastive learning weakly supervised object detection framework.

• Second, we propose negative prototypes which contain valuable category-
specific discriminative features. We construct an online updated global fea-
ture bank to store both class positive prototypes and negative prototypes,
and then leverage contrast learning loss to optimize it.

• Third, we devise a pseudo label sampling module, which utilized inter-image
information from the global feature bank into pseudo proposal selection.
This module effectively enables detector to mine the missing instances and
simultaneously punish overfitted instances to alleviate the discriminal part
detection problem.

2 Related Work

2.1 Weakly Supervised Object Detection

Bilen [2] unifies deep convolutional network and Multi-Instance Learning
(MIL) in an end-to-end WSOD network called Weakly Supervised Deep De-
tection Network (WSDDN) for the first time. As an improvement to WSDDN,
Tang et al. [30] gradually optimizes the predict bounding boxes by selecting high
confidence region as pseudo label and adding an Online Instance Classifier Re-
finement module (OICR). Based on [30], in order to further improve detector’s
performance, Tang et al. [29] introduces a Proposal Clustering Learning (PCL)
method for candidate proposals, so that proposals with similar features could
be clustered together as much as possible. More recently, Huang et al. [17] pro-
poses Comprehensive Attention Self-Distillation (CASD) framework that aggre-
gate attention maps of input-wise and layer-wise to reach more balanced feature
learning. Yin et al. [37] devises an Instance Mining framework with Class Fea-
ture Bank (IM-CFB), which uses the uses the top-similarity scored instance to
improve proposal selection. Seo et al. [25] proposes a minibatch-level instance
labeling and Weakly Supervised Contrastive Learning (WSCL) method with fea-
ture bank, while it may encounter the situation that the same category does not
appear in the same minibatch. Inspired by [25], we propose a global class fea-
ture bank strategy and innovatively merge the prototypes of category negative
samples, instead of solely employing the positive prototypes.
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2.2 Contrastive Learning

Recently, there has been a trend towards exploring contrastive loss for rep-
resentation learning. The idea of contrastive learning is to pull the samples from
the positive pair closer together and push the samples from the negative pair
apart. For instance, Hjelm et al. [16] propose Deep InfoMax to maximize the
mutual information between the input and output of a deep network for unsu-
pervised representation learning. More recently, Chen et al. [3] presents a method
for learning visual representations, which maximizes the agreement between dif-
ferent augmented views of the same image via a contrastive loss. He et al. [15]
proposes Momentum Contrast (MoCo), which utilizes a memory bank to store
instance features. The purpose is to learn the representation by matching fea-
tures of the same instance in different augmented views. Tian et al. [31] extends
the input to more than two views. These methods are all based on a similar
contrastive loss associated with Noise Contrastive Estimation (NCE) [14]. Oord
et al. [22] proposed Contrastive Predictive Coding (CPC) that learns represen-
tations for sequential data. We choose the InfoNCE loss from [22] to minimize
the distance between samples of the same category and maximize the distance
between samples of different categories.

3 Proposed Method

In this paper, we introduce a negative prototypes guided contrastive learning
weakly supervised object detection framework. The overall architecture of the
proposed network is shown in Fig 3. We employ a MIL branch and an instance
refinement branch as the basic network. On this basis we utilised a context-based
feature extraction module to obtain more effective feature representation and de-
signed a novel contrastive branch to employ the hidden inter-image information.

3.1 Preliminaries

Formally, given a weakly supervised dataset D, we denote I ∈ Rh×w×3 as
an input image from D. The image-level category label y = {y1, . . . , yC} ∈
RC×1, where C is the number of weakly supervised dataset categories. The
corresponding region proposals pre-generated are R = {r1, . . . , rN}, where N
is total number of proposals.

MIL Branch For an input image I and its region proposals R, a CNN back-
bone firstly extracts the image feature map F . F is then fed into the feature
extractor module containing different pooling layers and two Fully-Connected
(FC) layers to obtain proposal feature vectors fccls and fcdet. Subsequently,
proposal features fccls and fcdet pass through MIL branch according to WS-
DDN [2], which includes two streams to produce classification score matrices
Xcls ∈ RC×N and detection score matrices Xdet ∈ RC×N , respectively. Xcls

normalized by a softmax layer σ(·) along the classes (rows) representing the
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Fig. 3: Overall architecture of the proposed method. NPGC consists of four ma-
jor components: Feature extractor, MIL branch, Contrastive branch, and Online
instance refine branch. We constructed a global feature bank to store both pos-
itive prototypes and negative prototypes, which utilized contrastive learning to
pull close the samples from the positive pair and to push apart the samples from
the negative pair. We employ a pseudo label sampling module to mine the miss-
ing instances and punish overfitted instances.

probability of a region r being classified as category c, whereas Xdet computed
along the regions (columns) representing the probability of whether detecting
region r for category c are obtained. The final proposal score X ∈ RC×N is
computed via an element-wise product X = σ(Xcls)⊙σ(Xdet). The image score
ϕ ∈ RC×1 is obtained by the sum over all proposals, ϕ =

∑N
r=1 Xr, and the

following multi class cross entropy is minimized,

Lmil = −
C∑

c=1

{yc log ϕc + (1− yc) log(1− ϕc)} (1)

where ϕc equals to image score ϕ for the c-th class, yc represents whether an
object of category c is presented in the image.

Online Instance Refine Branch For the k-th refine branch (k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}),
fcrefk ∈ R(C+1)×N is the input proposal feature vector (The (C+1)-th category
refers to background class). Each refinement stage is supervised by the previ-
ous stage, thus the pseudo ground truth label ŷkc,r ∈ R(C+1)×N for stage k is
generated from the last stage’s output. Following the general pipeline [36] an
extra regression stream is added to regress bounding boxes online. Overall, the
instance refinement loss Lk

ref is defined as,

Lk
ref = −{ 1

Nk

Nk∑
r=1

C+1∑
c=1

ŷkc,r log x
k
c,r −

1

Gk

Gk∑
r=1

SmoothL1(t
k
r , t̂

k
r )} (2)
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where Nk is the number of proposals and Gk is the total number of positive
proposals in the k-th branch. tr and t̂r are the coordinate offsets and sizes of the
r-th predicted and ground truth bounding-box.

3.2 Feature Extractor

Inspired by [18], we extract three different features to represent each object
proposal, which are the RoI feature, the context feature, and the frame feature,
respectively. Specifically, the RoI feature is to represent the content of each
proposal. The context feature is to represent the outer context content of each
proposal, while the frame feature is to represent the inner context content of
each proposal.

To represent the location of each proposal, we follow [18,39] to subtract
the pooled context feature fccontext from the frame feature fcframe to obtain
the input representation of the detection branch fcdet. Meanwhile, we leverage
a dropblock to randomly mask out some blocks of the RoI feature map. We
then let it go through two fc layers and serve as the input representation of
the classification fccls and refine branch fcrefk , k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}. By considering
more information of the surrounding parts of the proposal, the extracted feature
contains more location information and can effectively alleviate the problem of
partial detection.

3.3 Contrastive Branch

For each image, all we know is its corresponding image level label, thus we
intend to make as much use of this information as possible. Instances of the same
category share similar characteristics, thus it is possible for us to extract several
positive instance prototypes of each category from the entire data set, which is
useful for alleviating the problem of missing instances. At the same time, we
can also extract the mis-classified instances corresponding to certain category
from the whole data set and treat them as negative instance prototypes, which
share the similar discriminative features of the highly overfitted region. We can
leverage this proporty to mitigate the problem of partial detection.

Following [25], we construct a similarity head φ(·) as shown in Fig 3, which
maps the input RoI feature vectors to S ∈ R128×N a 128-dimensional embed-
ding space. For each ground truth category c from image I, we choose the top
ranking proposal r̃c,m = argmax

N
(Xc) from the final proposal score X ∈ RC×N ,

where m is the proposal index. And s̃c,m denoted as the corresponding feature
representation of the top ranking proposal in the embedding space. And we store
it into the positive feature bank.

Negative Prototypes Our objective is to discover the negative prototypes of
each category, so as to drive the detector’s predictions away from the correspond-
ing negative prototypes.
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It can be calculated from the final proposal score matrix X ∈ RC×N that
each image, except for categories in its ground truth label, gives out the index
of the highest confidence score proposal mis-classified for other categories. This
instance exactly is the negative prototype of its predicted category. Since we
know explicitly that this proposal’s prediction category is by no means exist in
this image, yet it appears to be this category with high confidence. For example,
in an input image labeled with “cat”, one of the proposals is predicted to be
“dog” with high confidence, but obviously “dog” shouldn’t have been existed in
this image. Therefore, we can conclude that this proposal has feature expression
which tends to be mis-classified with “dog” while it is certainly not “dog”. In this
case, we suppose such proposal a negative prototype of category “dog”, then we
take its representation feature and store it into the negative feature bank.

The total global feature bank is denoted as M =
⋃C

c=1 S
pos
c ∪ Sneg

c , where
Spos is the positive prototype bank and Sneg is the negative prototype bank. For
each selected negative prototype representation sc,i, we select the most similar
feature snegc,j from Sneg

c to maximize the assistance of the current instance.

snegc,j = r · snegc,j + (1− r) · sc,i (3)

where r is the momentum coefficient [15], sc,i refers to the newly selected
negative prototype, snegc,j refers to the the most similar feature with sc,i from
Sneg
c . And the bank updating strategy is the same for the positive prototype

bank.

Pseudo Label Sampling Module We construct a pseudo label sampling
module to mine the missing instances and discard the overfitted instances.

We first calculate the representation feature similarity sim(·) between the
top ranking proposal s̃c,m and the positive prototypes sposc from the positive
prototype bank. The average similarity is regarded as the threshold τpos for
mining positive samples.

τpos =
1

|Spos
c |

|Spos
c |∑
i=1

sim(s̃c,m, sposc,i ) (4)

For each candidate proposal r ∈ R, we caculate the similarity between sr
and the top ranking proposal feature s̃c,m, from which we can mine proposals
might be omitted by selecting candidate proposals whose similarity exceed τpos.

sim(sr, s̃c,m) > τpos (5)

Accordingly, we calculate the similarity between each candidate proposal fea-
ture sr and its corresponding negative prototype s̃negc,r with maximum similarity,
where s̃negc,r = argmax

i
(sim(sr, s

neg
c,i )), i = {1, · · · , |Sneg

c |}. The average similarity
is regarded as the threshold τneg for discarding negative samples

τneg =
1

|R|

|R|∑
r=1

sim(sr, s̃
neg
c,r ) (6)
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The feature similarity between current instance and its negative prototype
represents the probability of belonging to easily mis-classified discriminal regions.
Instances with low feature similarity , i.e. those below the threshold τneg, means
that the instance is most likely overfitted and should be discarded.

sim(sr, s̃
neg
c,r ) < τneg (7)

Contrastive Learning: We use contrastive learning to optimize the feature
representations for the proposals by attracting positive samples closer together
and repelling negative samples away from positives samples in the embedding
space. To obtain more views of samples for contrastive learning, we apply the
same feature augmentation methods following [25].

Lcont = − 1

|M |

|M |∑
i=1

log
exp(si · s+/ε)

exp(si · s+/ε) +
∑

S−
exp(si · s+/ε)

(8)

where M =
⋃C

c=1 S
pos
c ∪ Sneg

c , and ε is a temperature parameter introduced
in [19]. We use the contrastive loss to pull si close to s+ of the same class while
pushing it away from s− both positive prototypes from other classes and its
negative prototypes, and thus enhance the discrimination and generalization of
current instance representation

Finally, the total loss of training the network is the combination of all the
loss functions mentioned before.

Ltotal = Lmil +

K∑
k=1

Lk
ref + λLcont (9)

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Datasets

We evaluate our proposed method on both Pascal VOC 2007 and Pascal
VOC 2012 [7] , which are commonly used to assess WSOD performance. For the
VOC datasets, we employ the trainval set (5,011 images in VOC 2007, 11,540
images in VOC 2012) for training and evaluate the model’s performance on
the test set. VOC 2007 and 2012 both contain 20 categories. We apply Mean
average precision (mAP) with standard IoU threshold (0.5) to evaluate the object
detection accuracy on the testing set.

4.2 Implementation Details

We adopt the Imagenet [5] pretrained model VGG16 [27] as the backbone.
For VGG16, following the previous methods [25], we replace a global average
pooling layer with a RoI pooling layer, and remove the last FC layer leaving
two FC layers, which all the heads including the similarity head are attached to.
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Proposal generating method such as Selective Search [32] and MCG [1] are used
for VOC dataset to generate initial proposals, and we use around 2,000 proposals
per image. Then, the whole model is trained on 4 NVIDIA GeForce GTX 3090
with 24 GB GPU memory using a SGD optimizer with an initial learning rate
of 0.01, weight decay of 0.0001 and momentum of 0.9 are used to optimize the
model.

Table 1: Comparison of the State-of-the-arts
methods on VOC07 and VOC12 of mAP(%).

Method mAP(%)
VOC07

mAP(%)
VOC12

WSDDN [2] CVPR’16 34.8 -
OICR [30] CVPR’17 41.2 37.9
PCL [29] TPAMI’18 43.5 40.6
C-WSL [8] ECCV’18 46.8 43.0
C-MIL [34] CVPR’18 50.5 46.7
C-MIDN [10] ICCV’19 52.6 50.2
WSOD2 [38] ICCV’19 53.6 47.2
SLV [4] CVPR’20 53.5 49.2
MIST [24] CVPR’20 54.9 52.1
CASD [17] NIPS’20 56.8 53.6
IM-CFB [37] AAAI’21 54.3 49.4
CPE [21] TIP’22 55.9 54.3
NDI [35] IJCAI’22 56.8 53.9
Ours 57.7 54.3

The overall iteration num-
bers are set to 35,000, 70,000
for VOC 2007, VOC 2012.
Following the previous meth-
ods [24,30,17], the inputs are
multi-scaled to {480, 576,
688, 864, 1000, 1200} for
both training and inference
time. The final predictions are
made after applying NMS of
which threshold is set to 0.4
for both datasets. In the re-
finement branch, we set the
number of refinement stages
K = 3. The bank size M is
set to 6, which is experimen-
tally illustrated in Table. 6.
The hyperparameter ε from
eq. (8) is set to 0.2 following
the experiments conducted in
[19,3]. And hyperparameter λ
from eq. (9) is set to 0.03 as
explained in Sec.4.5.

Table 2: Comparison with the state-of-the-arts methods in terms of Per-class AP
results on VOC07.

Method Aero Bike Bird Boat Bottle Bus Car Cat Chair Cow Table Dog Horse Motor Person Plant Sheep Sofa Train TV mAP

WSDDN 39.4 50.1 31.5 16.3 12.6 64.5 42.8 42.6 10.1 35.7 24.9 38.2 34.4 56.6 9.4 14.7 30.2 40.7 54.7 46.9 34.8
OICR 58.0 62.4 31.1 19.4 13.0 65.1 62.2 28.4 24.8 44.7 30.6 25.3 37.8 65.5 15.7 24.1 41.7 46.9 64.3 62.6 41.2
PCL 54.4 69.0 39.3 19.2 15.7 62.9 64.4 30.0 25.1 52.5 44.4 19.6 39.3 67.7 17.8 22.9 46.6 57.5 58.6 63.0 43.5
C-WSL 62.9 64.8 39.8 28.1 16.4 69.5 68.2 47.0 27.9 55.8 43.7 31.2 43.8 65.0 10.9 26.1 52.7 55.3 60.2 66.6 46.8
C-MIL 62.5 58.4 49.5 32.1 19.8 70.5 66.1 63.4 20.0 60.5 52.9 53.5 57.4 68.9 8.4 24.6 51.8 58.7 66.7 63.5 50.5
C-MIDN 53.3 71.5 49.8 26.1 20.3 70.3 69.9 68.3 28.7 65.3 45.1 64.6 58.0 71.2 20.0 27.5 54.9 54.9 69.4 63.5 52.6
WSOD2 65.1 64.8 57.2 39.2 24.3 69.8 66.2 61.0 29.8 64.6 42.5 60.1 71.2 70.7 21.9 28.1 58.6 59.7 52.2 64.8 53.6
SLV 65.6 71.4 49.0 37.1 24.6 69.6 70.3 70.6 30.8 63.1 36.0 61.4 65.3 68.4 12.4 29.9 52.4 60.0 67.6 64.5 53.5
MIST 68.8 77.7 57.0 27.7 28.9 69.1 74.5 67.0 32.1 73.2 48.1 45.2 54.4 73.7 35.0 29.3 64.1 53.8 65.3 65.2 54.9
CASD - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 56.8
IM-CFB 64.1 74.6 44.7 29.4 26.9 73.3 72.0 71.2 28.1 66.7 48.1 63.8 55.5 68.3 17.8 27.7 54.4 62.7 70.5 66.6 54.3
CPE 62.4 76.4 59.7 33.8 28.7 71.7 66.1 72.2 33.9 67.7 47.6 67.2 60.0 71.7 18.1 29.9 53.8 58.9 74.3 64.1 55.9
NDI - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 56.8
Ours 69.1 77.1 54.7 31.8 29.7 74.3 78.6 71.5 20.1 72.6 34.5 61.6 75.3 78.4 35.7 24.1 59.1 66.4 72.9 67.1 57.7
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Fig. 4: Qualitative results on VOC 2007 test set. The left columns show the
results from OICR whereas the right columns show the results from our method.

4.3 Comparison with State-of-the-arts

In Table 1, we compare our proposed method with other state-of-the-art
algorithms on PASCAL VOC07 and VOC12. Regardless of backbone structure,
the results show that our method achieves the 57.7% mAP and 54.3% mAP
in VOC07 and VOC12, respectively, which outperforms the other methods and
reach the new state-of-the-art performance.

It is shown in Fig. 4 that our method effectively addresses on the main chal-
lenges of WSOD compared to OICR [30]. The left columns show the results
from OICR whereas the right columns show the results from our method. In (a)
and (b), we investigate the effectiveness of our model in resolving the instance
ambiguity problem which consists of missing instances and grouped instances,
respectively. We can observe that many instances that have been ignored pre-
viously can be detected via our model. Meanwhile, in (b) we can also observe
that grouped instances are separated into multiple bounding boxes. Moreover,
the partial detection problem is largely alleviated shown in (c), especially for the
categories with various poses such as dog, cat and person.

More qualitative results are shown in Fig. 5, from which it can be seen that
our model is able to mine the easily omitted multiple instances of the same
category (car, person) and detect various objects of different classes (tvmoniter,
pottleplant) in relatively complicated scenes.
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Table 3: Comparison with the state-of-the-arts methods in terms of Per-class AP
results on VOC12.

Method Aero Bike Bird Boat Bottle Bus Car Cat Chair Cow Table Dog Horse Motor Person Plant Sheep Sofa Train TV mAP

OICR 67.7 61.2 41.5 25.6 22.2 54.6 49.7 25.4 19.9 47.0 18.1 26.0 38.9 67.7 2.0 22.6 41.1 34.3 37.9 55.3 37.9
PCL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 40.6
C-WSL 74.0 67.3 45.6 29.2 26.8 62.5 54.8 21.5 22.6 50.6 24.7 25.6 57.4 71.0 2.4 22.8 44.5 44.2 45.2 66.9 43.0
C-MIL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 46.7
C-MIDN 72.9 68.9 53.9 25.3 29.7 60.9 56.0 78.3 23.0 57.8 25.7 73.0 63.5 73.7 13.1 28.7 51.5 35.0 56.1 57.5 50.2
WSOD2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 47.2
SLV - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 49.2
MIST 78.3 73.9 56.5 30.4 37.4 64.2 59.3 60.3 26.6 66.8 25.0 55.0 61.8 79.3 14.5 30.3 61.5 40.7 56.4 63.5 52.1
CASD - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 53.6
IM-CFB - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 49.4
CPE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 54.3
NDI - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 53.9
Ours 75.4 75.3 59.1 29.6 30.6 69.9 56.8 63.0 23.3 71.3 25.3 63.1 66.4 76.7 19.0 25.5 61.4 56.7 66.6 70.5 54.3

4.4 Ablation Study

In this section, we make a comprehensive ablation study of the effect gains
from different components, the sensitivity of hyperparameters, and the length of
feature bank. The experiments are implemented on the VOC 2007 dataset.

Components effect We conduct experiments to prove the effectiveness of each
component in our proposed method as shown in Table 5, where PLS, CL, NP
means the pseudo label sampling module, contrastive learning, negative proto-
types mentioned in Sec 3.3, respectively. Our Baseline is the framework in Fig. 3
without contrastive branch, which achieves 56.1% mAP.

Table 4: Ablation study on VOC 2007 dataset of different components in our
method.

Baseline PLS CL NP mAP(%)
√

56.1√ √
56.8(+0.7)√ √ √
57.2(+1.1)√ √ √ √
57.7(+1.6)

We firstly analyze the effect of PLS and CL algorithm on our method NPGC.
As shown in Table 4, after applying PLS, our method achieves 56.8% mAP with
0.7% gains. After applyig both PLS and CL, it brings 1.1% gains in mAP. Based
on this, we append the nagative prototyes into former structure, and it reach
57.7% mAP, which shows the effectiveness of our method.
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Fig. 5: More detection results on VOC 2007 test set. Boxes in light green represent
ground-truth boxes, and boxes in other colors represent the predicted bounding
boxes and the confidence scores.

Table 5: Ablation study on different hyperparameters’ value in our method.

λ 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

mAP(%) 56.6 57.0 57.7 56.1 56.3

Hyperparameters We provide the experiment results with different values of
the hyperparameters we introduce. We conduct experiments on how to choose
the loss parameter λ from eq. (9) in Table 4, and λ = 0.03 achiveves the best
result. In eq. (8), we use the same values of ε = 0.2 following the experiments
conducted in other contrastive learning methods [19,3].

Table 6: Ablation study on the length of feature bank in our method.

M 2 4 6 8

mAP(%) 55.6 57.0 57.7 56.4

Length of feature bank We finally analyze the effect of the length of feature
bank. If the length is too small, the feature bank is difficult to store the diversity
of instance representations well, resulting in less kind of objects collected. And
if the length is too large, it is easy to absorb some noisy information during the
learning of instance representations and background proposals will be selected
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incorrectly. In this paper, we recommend setting M = 6 to balance the number
of stored instance features.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, we presented a global negative prototypes guided contrastive
learning weakly supervised object detection framework. We novelly introduce
the concept of Negative Prototypes. Meanwhile, we construct a global feature
bank to store both positive prototypes and negative prototypes, using con-
trastive learning to mine the hidden inter-image category information in the
whole dataset.

6 Ethical Statement

This research was conducted in accordance with ethical guidelines and reg-
ulations. The paper aims to contribute to knowledge while upholding ethical
standards.
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